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THS CRGANIZATION OF BIOLOGICAL STUDIES IN THE UNITID STATES

 

I. In educational institutions

 

It is difficult in a brief statement to give a picture

of the biological situation in American educational and re-

search institutions. There is no unified national system of

education but instead there are forty-eight different state

systems in addition to many private institutions and church

schools, Despite this diversity of control there is a general

uniformity of practice, Commonly the student passes through

eight years of the primary schools, four years in the high

school, and, finally, four years in the college, Above the

high schools and colleges there are the university, profes-

sional schools, and special schools, In general, for historia

cal reasons, higher education is dominated by the college,

For Many years it was the highest educational institution in

America and out of it have developed the University, and many

of the professional schools, Upon this essentially English

plan there has been zrafted a University of the Cerman type.

As yet the adjustment between these two has not been complete

and accordingly the graduate school of the University suffers

materially, Theoretically this school is an independent insti-

tution; practically it is entirely dependent upon the under-

graduate school, out of which it originated.

Despite a lack of unity and organization in the edu-

cational system, it is possible for a student to get a thorough

training in biology, although at the expense of one or two

years of misdirected effort on the average, His progress may

be indicated by a brief review of the steps through which he

would pass,



1, Grade schools, There is here no organized effort to

present biology. Practically the only work offered is that

which is called Nature Study, which, in some instances, has at

least the advantages of direct appeal to nature, Such a presen-

tation of biology is not universal, and as yet is poorly organ-

ized,

2. High schools, The situation in the hich school at the

present time is somewhat chaotic, For many years, separate

courses of botany and zoology were given, This now shows a

tendency to become general biology, if it does not go further

and degenerate into a course in general science, In some of the

better city schools, however, the organization of biological

courses is highly developed and the laboratories provided for

instruction are often much better than those to be found in

colleges, Here also there is frequently a requirement that the

teachers be holders of the doctorate, It must be said, however,

that owing to the pressure of numbers and the strong influence

of many who call for practical results, the situation in the

high schools is not of the best, As a result of this there is

often a feeling in college departments of biology that it would

be better for the students to come to them without any previous

preparation in the high schools. Such a view, however, disregards

entirely the needs of those students who do not pass beyond the

high school in their training,

3, Colleges. At present the standing of biology in relation

to other college subjects is better than it has been before,

There is now no discrimination against biology in comparison

whth the physical sciences, the languages, and humanities, In

many colleges the previous elective system has given way to the

so-called group system, in which subjects of similar character



are associated into groups from which students make selections,

rather than by individual subjects. Thus it happens that the

biological “roup often consists of botany, zoology end psy-

chology. In his freshman or sophomore year the student must

select out of this group one or more of the subjects mentioned.

Along with the group system there has developed the so-called

major system, according to which, in the junior and senior

years the student must chose a major subject and devote him-

self primarily to its study, Here biolory stands on the same

basis with other subjects. Tn addition to this many institu-

tions give a limited amount of credit in research courses,

For advanced work in certain phases of biology, requirements

are often made in physics and chemistry,

Usually there are separate departments of botany and

zoology, althoueh in a few institutions, a single department

of biology exists, Practically always psychology is represented

oy its own department, Courses nearly always consist of both

lectures and laboratory exercises, The relative proportion of

lecture and laboratory varies in different institutions, In

zoology there are two schools of thought with regard to the

nature of the elementary course, One prefers to present the

subject through a series of types representing the different

forms of structure, the other puts the emphasis upon general

biological principles, In both, however, individual study of

the animals themselves is insisted upon, In the larger uni-

versities the elementary class consists of hundreas of students

and sometimes of more than a thousand, In order to achieve the

best results, these large groups of students are sometimes

sectioned according to individual ability, The material facili-

ties for laboratory work are usually good and there is a general



effort to supply enough instructors so that the student gets

individual help as often as necessary, As a result of these con-

ditions, it often happens that the organization for the presenta-

tion of the elementary course is almost a separate thing in a

department, It is naturally a very difficult matter to test the

achievements of the students in classes of large size, and there

hove been developed various forms of examination to facilitate

this, The students found in the biological courses of the col-

lege resolve themselves into two groups: first, those who are

taking biology in preparation for medicine or dentistry or

veterinary medicine; and, second, those who are primarily in-

terested in biology or who take the elementary course as a part

of their general education, In small colleges much the same type

of work is given, but there, of course, the classes are smaller

and there is a possibility of wore individual instruction,

4, Graduate schools, In these, students of very diversi-
es

 

fied training and aims are brought together, besides which there

are often cooperative relations between the graduate school and

schools of medicine, agriculture and forestry. Graduate students

of whatever character are, however, supposed to be animated by

a common purpose, that is, to develop creative power and inter-

est. Unfortunately, the methods of the graduate school are not

fully differentiated from those of undergraduate schools, This

is particularly true of those courses which are taken for the

waster's degree, During this year the students, as a rule, pur-

sue exactly the same type of study that they have followed in

their undergraduate years, often doing no original work whatever,

In the best institutions, efforts have been made to introduce

original work, and even in institutions where this is not a re-

culrement for the master's degree, departments of science often



demand a thesis, The present is an era of transition for

craduate schools in America. This results from two causes;

one, the lessened demand for graduates and the other a natural

evolution of the educational system. For many years there were

enployment opportunities for any good student who received a

sraduate degree, but since the depression the opportunities

have lessened and only the highest type of graduate can hope

for a position, This has naturally resulted in a limitation of

numbers and an improvement in the character of the work given,

The degrees offered by -raduate schools are usually two : first,

the master's degree, and, second, the doctor's degree, The

‘former is given on the completion of one or twc years of

gr-duate work and the other on a minimum of three years with

a thesis indicating a considerable degree of originality, In

recent years the numbers of doctorates given in the different

biological subjects are tabulated in Appendix 1, Appendix 2

is a tabulaticn of all doctorate accepted in 1933-54 by various

institutions, and is indicative of the percentages in the

biological sciences.

The range of work civen by biological departments of

an American university is extensive, 3esides the general sub-

jects of botany, zoology, psycholosy, special topics such as

physiology, entonolosy, vertebrate anatomy, invertebrate

anatouny, protozoolosy, ornithology, ichthyology, herpetology,

taxonouy, cytology, embryology, histology, limnolosy, bacteri-

ology and paleontolosy are represented, In some institutions

there are separate departments of entomology, genetics and so

forth, and occasionally physiology appears only in the medical

school. It is not so common to attempt to give all the subjects

in one institution as it used to be, and there is a growing



tendency toward specialization with increased efficiency in

the particular subjects offered, A very important part of the

graduate work in many institutions is the preparation of stu-

dents for teaching, by practical experience in the elementary

course, particularly.

à. Special schools, In a number of the western states

there are special agricultural colleges where advanced training

is given in the application of botany and zoolosy to problems

of agriculture, Here special topics like agronomy, horticulture,

agriculture, genetics of domestic animals and phytopathology,

receive attention, There are also a few schools of forestry, Cf

schools devoted to applied biology, those in medicine are the

most numerous, In general, students of medicine have had a

thorough groundwork in biology and, while preparing for the

clinical branches, study human anatomy, physislogy and micros-

copic anatomy. Sometimes these schools wake provision for ad-

vanced work, including investiga ion of certain biological

subjects, There are, also, a large nuuber of suwaner laboratories,

some of these are connected with educational institutions,

others with Government Departments, some of them are independent,

0 till others are on the cocperative basis. A number of these

0 5 o marine laboratories, many are situated on fresh water lakes

and streams, a fod are alpine or desert laboratories, These have

had a profound influence in the development of biology in Ameri-

ca, ahd the cooperative institution at Woods Hole has exerted

an influence on practically every biological laboratory in the

country, It represents one of the most efficient instruments

developed to integrate the biological sciences, particularly of

botany and zoology, Cutside of those financed by the government,

most of the summer laboratories give courses of instruction,



but stress particularly the research side of their work. There

are, besides these teaching institutions, zoological and botan-

ical gardens, and a few arboreta, These are mostly used for

the training of graduate students in their particular subjects

and besides this there are laboratories where investigations

connected with the conduct of the gardens is carried out.

6. Student aids. Students preparing for careers in biol-

 

ogy often require financial assistance during their graduate

course, This is usually provided at this period by the insti-

tution in which the student is working either through a fellow-

ship or an assistantship in the conduct of the elementary

course, Cf less financial value are scholarships which common-

ly merely provide for the tuition of the student, Sometimes

university fellowships are known as "Teaching fellowships" and

in these cases require some return in the way of teaching.

Post-doctorate fellowships are usually financed ty foundations,

They are adainistered by committees selected either by the

foundations or by the National Research Council,

The most extensive of these is handled by the Divisions

of Biological Sciences, and the Tivision of Medical Sciences

in the National “esearch Council, The first of these Divisions

has been in operation for twelve years, and the second for

eleven years, The following is a summary of the fellowships

cranted in each case to various students :
; Total Num»

Act :
0 Under Past ber of

U.S. Abroad Total Appmt, Fellows Fellow=-
ships

Medical Sciences: 13 2 15 0 218 233
ميممامام

 

 

Riologisal Sciences:
——]

Agriculture 4 x 5 1 29 35
Anthropology 7 0 5 0 15 20
3otany 8 1 9 0 68 77
Forestry 2 0 2 © 4 5
Psychology 7 0 7 0 71 78
Zoology 10 2 15 i 99 Ilo



Total Num

    

Active Under Past ber of
U.S. Abroad Total Appmt. Fellows Fellow

ships

Physical Sciences: (in existence for 15 years)

Physics 19 1 20 0 152 172
Chemistry 18 0 18 2 155 175
Mathematics 11 1 1B 0 88 100

GRAND TOTALS + 7 8 105 4 899 1008

 

(For further details see the following publications of
the National Research Council: a) National Research
council, Crganization and Members 1934-1935, Washington,
D.C. December, 1934, 67 pages,- b) National Research
Fellowships in the 3iological Sciences, Administered by
the. National Research Council, Washington, D.C. July 1,
1934, 60 pages).

Sometimes these fellowships are for institutions in America,

sometimes for those in foreign countries, Through the posses-

sion of a post-doctorate fellowship, a young biologist is en-

abled for a period of one to three years to pursue his investi-

gations and to become firmly established in the habits of in-

dependent work, A survey of the operation of this fellowship

system has recently teen made and it was the unanimous opinion

of the committee that the value of such encouragement is very

great, It is of course impossible to come to an understanding

of the significance of s uch aid to original work in the limited

time during which the fellowships have been in operation, but

the indications are that it is of great value.

7. Employment possibilities for graduates.

 

For many years

the demand for trained biologists was so great that upon gradu-

ation a position was almost a

grade of student, Since the depression,

certainty for even the average

lessened, though even at the present,

however, the demand has

only the poorer lack op-

portunities on the completion of their course, Since trained

tiologists come almost entirely from our universities and similar



institutions they must supply the workers in all of the dif-

ferent institutions to which reference has previously been

made in this report. As a rule, the best men go into teaching

positions of universities, although in recent years the ex-

cellent opportunities afforded by research institutions have

attracted some very good men, Because of the stress placed

upon the value of practical application, in commercial labora-

tories and in many of the government bureaus, these places

naturally attract the type of mind which places a large value

upon the practical use of biology,

II, In institutions not in the educational system

 

-

1, In research institutions, America is fortunate in
Aيلبينو

   

the possession of a number of research institutions for

biology. Some of these are connected with universities, but

on separate foundations, An example of such a one is the

Vistar Institute at the University of Pennsylvania, Others

are on entirely separate foundations and not connected with

any educational institution, Such, for example, are the various

laboratories of the Carnegie Institution of Washington and the

Rockefeller Institute for i.edical Research in New York, At

these institutions, biological work of the highest type is

conducted under very favorable conditions, The Carnegie Insti-

tution has a laboratory for the study of genetics at Cold

Spring Harbor, Long Island, one for the study of embryology at

Johns Hopkins University, and another for the study of desert

conditions at Tucson, Arizona, and a marine laboratory on the

Dry Tortugas, Flordda, In addition to the conduct of these

specialized laboratories, the Carnegie Institution also supports

independent investigations in educational institutions, such as



the one on the study of Drosophila at the California Institute

of Technology,

2. In public institutions,

a, Public bureaus. A verylarge number of American

 

biologists are at work in state and city institutions, In Yash-

ington the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Com-

Merce, Bureau of Fisheries, have very large staffs, Naturally

the investigations conducted in these laboratories have primarily

a practical application, but at the same time they are often

concerned with fundamental biological problems, Plant and animal

breeding, including much of modern genetics, parasitology, patho-

logy, ecology, geographical distribution and taxonomy are sub-

jects finding extensive and persistent study in the laboratories

of these bureaus, The Bureau of Fisheries in the Department of

Commerce has a number of marine laboratories and conducts many

investigations into the life history and methods of propagation

of fish, It also has laboratories devoted to study of fresh

water problems of fisheries, The bureaus of the national governe

ment have excellent laboratories and expend yearly large sums

upon their investigations. Their investigators are trained in

the universities and agricultural colleges to be found largely

Tin the middle west and the far west, Because of the extensive

character and range of subjects of the national bureaus, those

connected with the state are naturally much more limited, While

some of thew have bureaus of fisheries and other such subjects,

in general their interest is largely directed towards questions

of public health, The same is true of municipal laboratories,

b, Museums, There are a number of large natural history

museums which are doing auch to promote research in biology.

Naturally these concern themselves mostly with faunistic and



ecological and texonomic problems, but some of them go very

deeply even into the physiological side of animal life, They

have their own publications and with their exhibits do much

to increase general interest in biology and to educate

the general public. Sometimes they have direct affiliations

with universities which greatly improves the opportunities for

training of biologists.

3. Coumercigl laboratories. Only recently and toa
0

 

limited degree has biology found support for its investigations

from commercial institutions, In the best of these, thoroughly

good laboratories have been constructed, and men of the first

rank have becn engaged to conduct investigations in them, In

0 uch cases the investigutoris left largely free to the devel-

opment of his projects and is only incidentally asked to con-

tribute to the practical ends of the institution,

&. Scientific organizations, These institutions of a
 

quasi-public character are mostly cooperative organizations of

scientists, The National Academy operates under a government

charter but derives no financial support from the governuent,

It was organized during the Civil War to aid the government

in questions of science and art, but gradualiy has become an

honorary scientific organization. At the time of the World

ar when called upon to officiate, it found that its member-

ship was not well adapted to this service. Accordingly there

was organized under its auspices the National Research Council

which drew into its body all of the scientists of the country

whose services could be utilized, This has been continued under

the charter of the National Academy and functions as an opera-

tive committee of the Academy. In the Council arc divisions

of biology and agriculture, of psychology and anthropology,



and of the medical sciences, Each of these has its chairman

and many committees, In general, the esearch Council does not

conduct investigations on its own part, but assists other org-

anizations to promote and finance projects. Inder its auspices

large sums of money have been obtained for biolosical investi-

zations, .any important and extensive projects have been organ-

ized in this way and carried throuh tc successful completion,

song the more important of these should be mentioned a system

of post-doctorate fellowships which have had a profound influence

Uin the development of biology in America, Another enterprise is

"Biolosical Abstracts" an international journal which endeavours

to provide abstracts in all ciological subjects, Through the aid

of tne National Research Council, the Marine Biological Labora=-

tory at "'oods Hole was able to establish itself upon a firm

foundation and to provide itself with a modern laboratory of

ample size. A tropical laboratory on the Barro Colorado Island

was founded through the efforts of the Division of Biology and

Agriculture,

\ system of "grants in aid" enables workers to conduct

investigations which otherwise thev could not carry through.

Altogether, the National Academy and the National Research

“cuncil have had a marked influence in the development of

biology in Auerica during the last fifteen years. State acad-GR

emies, as a rule, are organizations of scientists which have

annual meetines at which time a scientific program is presented,

Svmetimes the results of these meetings are published in annual

reports. Only rarely do they conduct investigations or promote

research projects,

societies, Although loosely organized, and not very

efficiently managed, biological societies of America have had



a distinct influence upon the development of the different

phases of the subject which they represent, In a number of

instances they have established and conducted for many years

laportant journals for the publication of the investigations

of their nembers. They do not have salaried officers or en-

dowwents, but are financially dependent upon the dues from

their members, They do not conduct investigations but serve

tiology largely through the encouragement of their members and

through the mutual assis tance which they can render. Such

biological societies range in character from those of a high

grade professional mewbership to many amateur organizations

concerned with particular phases of biology. In recent years,

students in American colleges and universities have organized

national societies or fraternities for the promotion of bio-

iogical research among students.

ITI. Moderntrends

 

This is an era in America where the experimental

sciences are relatively in the ascendancy, As a result of

this, physiology, biochemistry and biophysics attract many

students, and several institutions have separate chairs of

viochemistry or biophysics, in addition to the long-establish-

eC physiological chemistry of the medical school, Genetics,

another experimental science, has many followers and has

reached a high degree of development, There has been, sincé

the beginning of modern genetics, a close correlation between

the subject and cytology, In methods of teaching there has

ceen considerable experimentation and several developments

give large promise, Generally these new procedures give as

much attention as possible to the individual student and his



development, with less emphasis an instruction and more upon

training, There has always been in America a large element of

cooperative effort which is especially noticeable at the Marine

Laboratory at Woods Hole, As the years pass and the biological

subjects relate themselves more intimately to the physical

sciences, this cooperation becomes more necessary and, fortunate

ly is easy because of past experience. A concrete example of

this is afforded by the case of a study promoted by the Nation-

al Research Council into the problem of insect response to

colors, Here a botanist, a physicist, and an entomologist went

out together to make the 0 tudy under actual field conditions,

Naturally such cooperative effort is found most frequently

amonsst biologists themselves, An outstanding instance is

furnished by the biological societies of America which united

together into the Union of American Biological Societies in

crder to promote the development of Biological Abstracts, These

are out a few of the many instances which might be adduced to

show the tendency towards cooperative effort among American

tioiogists, Another movement which is growing steadily is the

formation of research commi ttees in our universities, whose

function it is to encourage and promote research on the part

of the faculty members, These commi ttees are doing much to serve

research in our universities,
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I. In educational institutions

 

It is difficult in a brief statement to give a picture

Of the biological situation in American educational and re-

search institutions, There is no unified national system of

education but instead there are forty-eight different state

systems in addition to many private institutions and church

schools, Despite this diversity of control there is a general

uniformity of practice, Commonly the student passes through

eight years of the primary schools, four years in the high

school, and, finally, four years in the college, Above the

high schools and colleges there are the university, profes-

sional schools, and special schools, In general, for histori=

cal reasons, higher education is dominated by the college,

For many years it was the highest educational institution in

America and out of it have developed the University, and many

of the professional schools, Upon this essentially English

plan there has been grafted a University of the German type.

As yet the adjustment between these two has not been complete

and accordingly the graduate school of the University suffers

materially, Theoretically this school is an independent insti-

tution; practically it is entirely dependent upon the under-

graduate school, out of which it originated.

Despite a lack of unity and organization in the edu-

cational system, it is possible for a student to get a thorough

training in biology, althoush at the expense of one or two

years of misdirected effort on the average. His progress may

be indicated by a brief review of the steps through which he

would pass.



1, Grade schools, There is here no organized effort to

 

present biology. Practically the only work offered is that

which is called Nature Study, which, in some instances, has at

least the advantages of direct appeal to nature, Such a presen-

tation of biology is not universal, and as yet is poorly organ-

ized,

2. High schools, The situation in the high school at the

present time is somewhat chaotic, For many years, separate

courses of botany ai zoology were given, This now shows a

tendency to become general biology, if it does not go further

and degenerate into a course in general science, In some of the

better city schools, however, the organization of biological

courses 1s highly developed and the laboratories provided for

instruction are often much better than those to be geza in

6611668 Here also there is frequently a requirement that the

teachers be holders of the doctorate, It must be said, however,

that owing to the pressure of numbers and the strong influence

of many who call for practical results, the situation in the

high schools is not of the best, As a result of this there is

often a feeling in college departments of biology that it would

be vetter for the students to come to them without any previous

preparation in the high schools. Such a view, however, disregards

entirely the needs of those students who do not pass beyond the

high school in their training.

3. Colleges. At present the standing of biology in relation

to other college subjects is better than it An been before,

There is now no discrimination against biology in comparison

whth the physical sciences, the languages, and humanities, In

many colleges the previous elective system has given way to the

so-called group system, in which subjects of similar character



are associated into groups frou which students make selections,

rather than by individual subjects. Thus it happens that the

biological -roup often consists of botany, zoology and psy-

chology. In his freshman or sophomore year the student must

select out of this group one or more of the subjects mentioned,

Along with the group system there has developed the so-called

major system, according to which, in the junior and senior

years the student must chose a major subject and devote him-

self primarily to its study, Hsre biolory stands on the same

basis with other subjects, Tn addition to this many institu-

tions give a limited amount of credit in research courses,

For advanced work in certain phases of biology, requirements

are often made in physics and chemistry,

Usually there are separate departments of botany and

zoology, although in a few institutions, a single departaent

of biology exists, Practically always psychology is represented

by its own department, Courses nearly always consist of both

lectures and laboratory exercises, The relative proportion of

lecture and laboratory varies in different institutions, In

zoology there are two schools of thought with regard to the

nature of the elementary course, One prefers to present the

subject through a series of types representing the different

forms of structure, the other puts the emphasis upon general

biological principles, In both, however, individual study of

the animals themselves is insisted upon, In the larger uni-

versities the elementary class consists of hundreds of students

and sometimes of more than a thousand, In order to achieve the

best results, these large groups: of students are sometimes

sectioned according to individual ability, The material facili-

ties for laboratory work are usually good and there is a general



effort to supply enough instructors so that the student gets

individual help as often as necessary, As a result of these con-

ditions, it often happens that the organization for the presenta-

tion of the elementary course is almost a separate thing in a

departuent, It is naturally a very difficult matter to test the

achievements of the students in classes of large size, and there

have been developed various forms of examination to facilitate

this, The students found in the biological courses of the col-

iege resolve themselves into two groups: first, those who are

taking biology in preparation for medicine or dentistry or

veterinary medicine; and, second, those who are primarily in-

terested in biology or who take the elementary course as a part

of their general education, In small colleges much the same type

of work is given, but there, of course, the classes are smaller

and there is a possibility of wore individual instruction,

4, Graduate schools. In these, students of very diversi-

  

fied training and aims are brought together, besides which there

are often cooperative relations between the graduate school and

schools of wedicine, agriculture and forestry. Graduate students

of whatever character are, however, supposed to be animated by

a common purpose, that is, to develop creative power and inter-

est, Unfortunately, the methods of the graduate school are not

fully differentiated from those cf undergraduate schools, This

is particularly true of those courses which are taken for the

master's degree, During this year the students, as a rule, pur-

sue exactly the saine ‘type of study that they have followed in

their undergraduate years, often doing no original work whatever,

In the best institutions, efforts have been made to introduce

original work, and even in institutions where this is not a re-

cuirement for the master's degree, departments of science often



demand a thesis, The present is an era of transition for

craduate schools in America. This results from two causes;

one, the lessened demand for graduates and the other a natural

evolution of the educational system, For many years there were

eaployment opportunities for any good student who received a

graduate degree, but since the depression the opportunities

have lessened and only the highest type. Of graduate can hope

for a position, This has naturally resulted in a limitation of

numbers and an improvement in the character of the work given,

The degrees offered by -raduate scnools are usually two : first,

the master's degree, and, second, the doctor's degree, The

former is given on the completion of one or two years of

gr-duate work and the other on a minimum of three years with

a thesis indicating a considerable degree of originality, In

recent years the numbers of doctorates given in the different

biological subjects are tabulated in Appendix 1. Appendix 2

is a tabulation of all doctorate accepted in 1933-34 by various

institutions, and is indicative of the percentages in the

biological sciences,

The range of work civen by biological departuents of

an Anerican university is extensive, 3esides the general sub-

jects of botany, zoology, psychology, special topics such as

physiology, entomolozy, vertebrate anatomy, invertebrate

anatomy, protozoolosy, ornithology, ichthyology, herpetology,

taxonomy, cytology, embryology, histology, limnolosy, bacteri-

ology and paleontolosy are represented, In some institutions

there are separate departuents of entomology, genetics and so

forth, and occasionally physiology appears only in the medical

school, It is not so common to attempt to give all the subjects

in one institution as it used to be, and there is a growing



tendency toward specialization with increased efficiency in

the particular subjects offered. A very important part of the

graduate work in many institutions is the preparation of stu-

dents for teaching, by practical experience in the elementary

course, particularly.

5, Special schools. In a number of the western states

there are special agricultural colleges where advanced training

is given in the application of botany and zoology to problems

of agriculture, Here special topics like agronomy, horticulture,

agriculture, genetics of domestic animals and phytopathology,

receive attention, There are also a few schools of forestry, Cr

schools devoted to applied biology, those in medicine are the

mest numerous, In general, students of ineâi cine have had a

thorough groundwork in biology and, while preparing for the

clinical branches, study human anatomy, physiology and micros-

copic anatomy. Sometimes these schools wake provision for ad-

vanced work, including investiga ion of certain biological

subjects, There are, also, a large nuuber of sumner laboratories,

Some of these are connected with educational instítutions,

others with Tovernnent Departuents, some of them are independent,

still others are on the cooperative basis. A number of these

are marine laboratories, many are situated on fresh water lakes

and streams, a few are alpine or desert laboratories. ‘These have

had a profound influence in the development of biology in Ameri-

ca, and the cooperative institution at Yoods Hole has exerted

an influence on practically every biological laboratory in the

country, It represents one of the most efficient instruments

developed to integrate the biological sciences, particularly of

botany and zoology, Outside of those financed ty the government,

most of the summer laboratories give courses of instruction,



but stress particularly the research side of their work, There

are, besides these teaching institutions, zoological and botan-

ical gardens, and a few arboreta. These are mostly used for

the training of graduate students in their particular subjects

and besides this there are laboratories where investigations

connected with the conduct of the gardens is carried out,

n

6. Student aids. Students preparing for careers in biol-

 

ogy often require financial assistance durinz their graduate

course, This is usually provided at this period by the insti-

tution in which the student is working either through a fellow-

Ship or an assistantship in the conduct of the elementary

course, Cf less financial value are scholarships which common-

ly merely provide for the tuition of the student, Sometimes

university fellowships are known as "Teaching fellowships" and

in these cases require some return in the way of teaching,

Post-doctorate fellowships are usually financed ty foundations,

They are adainistered by committees selected either by the

foundations or by the National Research Council,

The most extensive of these is handle€ by the Divisions

of Biological Sciences, and the Division of medical Sciences

in the National “esearch Council, The first of these Divisions

has been in operation for twelve years, and the second for

eleven years, The following ig a summary of the fellowships

cranted in each case to various students :

rater Under Past ber of
U.S. Abroad. Total Appmt, Fellows Fellow-

о

   

Medical Sciences: 13 2 15 0 218 233

Biological Sciences:

Agriculture 4 1 5 + 2% 35
Anthropology 5 0 5 0 15 20
3otany 8 1 9 0 88 77
Forestry 2 0 3 0 4 6
Psychology 7 0 7 0 73 78
Zoology 10 2 12 + 99 112



tir Total Nur

active Under Past ber of
U.S. Abroad Total ¿4Appmt. Fellows Fellow

новиBE

    

Physical Sciences: (in existence for 15 years)

Physics 19 1 20 0 15? 172
Chemistry 19 0 18 2 158 195
Mathematics 11 X 12 0 88 100

87 8 105 4 899 1008GLAND TOTALSen

 

(For further details see the following publications of
the National Research Council: a) National Research
Council, Crganization and Liembers 1924-1935, Washington,
D.C. December, 1934, 67 pages,- b) National Research
Fellowships in the Xiological Sciences, Administered by
the National Research Council, Washington, D.C. July 1,
io ; \
1934, 6C rages). ; ;

Sometimes these fellowships are for institutions in America,

sometimes for those in foreign countries, Through the posses-

sion of a post-doctorate fellowship, a young biologist is en-

atled for a period of one to three years to pursue his investi-

gations and to become firmly established in the habits of in-

dependent work, A survey of the operation of this fellowship

system has recently teen made and it was the unanimous opinion

of the committee that the value of such encouragement is very

creat. Tt is of course impossible to come to an understanding

of “he significance of such aid to original work in the limited

time during which the fellowships have been in operation, but

the indications are that it is of great value,

7. Employment possibilities for graduates, For many years

  

the demand for trained biologists was so great that upon gradu-

ation a position was almost a certainty for even the average

grade of student, Since the depression, however, the demand has

lessened, though even at the present, only the poorer lack op-

portunities on the completion cf their course, Since trained

riologists come almost entirely from our universities and similar



institutions they must supply the workers in all of the dif-

ferent institutions to which reference has previously been

made in this report. As a rule, the best men go into teaching

positions of universities, although in recent years the ex-

cellent opportunities afforded by research institutions have

attracted some very good men, Because of the stress placed

upon the value of practical application, in commercial labora-

tories and in wany of the government bureaus, these places

naturally attract the type of mind which places a large value

upon the practical use of biology.

IT. In institutions not in the educational system

  

-

1. In research institutions. America is fortunate in

  

aaSS

the possession of a number of research institutions for

biology, Some of these are connected with universities, but

on separate foundations. An example of such a one is the

Vistar Institute at the University of Pennsylvania, Others

are on entirely separate foundations and not connected with

any educational institution, Such, for example, are the various

laboratories of the Carnegie Institution of Washington and the

Rockefeller Institute for medical Pesearch in New York, At

these institutions, biological work of the highest type is

conducted under very favorable conditions, The Carnegie Insti-

tution has a laboratory for the study of genetics at Cold

Spring Harbor, Long Island, one for the study of embryology at

Johns Hopkins University, and another for the study of desert

conditions at Tucson, Arizona, and a marine laboratory on the

Dry Tortugas, Florida, In addition to the conduct of these

specialized laboratories, the Carnegie Institution also supports

independent investigations in educational institutions, such as



the one. on the study of Drosophila at the California Institute

of Technology.

2. In public institutions,

a, Public bureaus. A very large number of American

biologists are at work in state and city institutions. In ‘Jash-

ington the Department of Agriculture and the Department of Com-

merce, Bureau of Fisheries, have very large staffs, Naturally

the investigations conducted in these laboratories have primarily

a practical application, but at the same time they are often

concerned with fundamental biological problems, Plant and animal

breeding, including much of modern genetics, parasitology, patho-

logy, ecology, geographical distribution and taxonomy are sub-

Jects finding extensive and persistent study in the laboratories

of these bureaus, The Bureau of Fisheries in the Department of

Commerce has a number of marine laboratories and conducts many

investigations into the life history and methods of propagation

of fish, It also has laboratories devoted to study of fresh

water problems of fisheries, The bureaus of the national governe

ment have excellent laboratories and expend yearly large sums

upon their investigations, Their investigators are trained in

the universities and agricultural colleges to be found largely

in the middle west and the far west, Because of the extensive

character and range of subjects of the national bureaus, those

connected with the state are naturally much more limited, While

some of thew have bureaus of fisheries and other such subjects,

in general their interest is largely directed ‘towards questions

of public health, The same is true of municipal laboratories,

b, Museums, There are a numberof large natural history

museums which are doing wuch to promote research in biology,

Naturally these concern themselves mostly with faunistic and



ecological and texonomic problems, but some of them go very

deeply even into the physiological side of animal life, They

have their own publications and with their exhibits do much

to increase general interest in biology and to educate

the general public. Sometimes they have direct affiliations

with universities which greatly improves the opportunities for

training of biologists.

3, Coumercial laboratories. Only recently and to a

   

limited degree has biology found support for its investigations

from commercial institutions, In the best of these, thoroughly

good laboratories have been constructed, and men of the first

rank have been engaged to conduct investigations in them, Tn

such cases the investigator is left largely free to the devel-

opment of his projects and is only incidentally asked to con-

tribute to the practical ends of the institution,

  

4, Scientific organizations, These institutions of a

quasi-public character are mostly actporativo organizations of

scientists, The National Academy operates under a government

charter but derives no financial support from the government,

It was organized during the Civil War to aid the government

in questions of science and art, but gradually has become an

honorary scientific organization, At the time of the World

War when called upon to officiate, it found that its member-

ship was not well adapted to this service. ccordingly there

was organized under its auspices the National Research Council

which drew into its body all of the scientists of the country

whose services could be utilized, This has been continued under

the charter of the National Academy and functions as an opera-

tive committee of the Academy. In the Council are divisions

of biology and agriculture, of psychology and anthropology,
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and of the medical sciences, Zack of these has its chairman

and many committees, In general, the "esearch Council does not

conduct investigations on its own part, but assists other org-

anizations to promote and finance projects. Under its auspices

large suus of money have been obtained for biolovical investi

gations, .iany important and extensive projects have been orsan-

ized in this way and carried throuch to successful completion,

Among the more important of these should be mentioned a system

of post-doctorate fellowships which have had a profound influence

in the development of biology in America. Another enterprise is

"Biolo-ical Abstracts" an international journal which endeavours

to provide abstracts in all biological subjects. Through the aid

of the National esearch Council, the Larine Biological Labora-

tory at ''оойв Hole was able to establish itself upon a firm

foundation and to provide itself with a modern laboratory of

auple size, A tropical laboratory on the Barro Colorado Tsland

was founded through the efforts of the Division of Biology and

Agriculture,

\ system cf "grants in aid" enables workers to conduct

investigations which otherwise thev could not carry through,

Altogether, the National Academy and the National Research

lvuncil have had a marked influence in the development of

biology in America during the last fifteen years. State acad-

emles, as a rule, are organizations of scientists which have

annual mestines at which time a scientific program is presented,

Sumetimes the results of these meetings are published in annual

reports. Only rarely do they conduct investigations or promote

esearch projects,

Societies. Although loosely organized, and not very

efficiently managed, biological societies of America have had



a distinct influence upon the development of the different

phases of the subject which they represent, In a number of

instances they have established and conducted for many years

important journals for the publication of the investigations

of their members. They do not have salaried officers or en-

dowments, but are financially dependent upon the dues from

their members, They do not conduct investigations but serve

tiology largely through the encouragement of their members and

through the mutual assis tance which they can render. Such

biological societies range in character from those of a high

grade professional membership to many amateur organizations

concerned with particular phases of biology. In recent years,

students in American colleges and universities have organized

national societies or fraternities for the promotion of bio-

logical research among students.

ITI. Modern trends
————

This is an era in America where the experimental

sciences are relatively in the ascendancy, As a result of

this, physiology, biochemistry and biophysics attract many

students, and several institutions have separate chairs of

ciochemis try or biophysics, in addition to the long-establish-

ed physiological chemistry of the medical school, Genetics,

n o ther experimental science, has many followers and has5

reached a high degree of development, There has been, sincé

the beginning of modern genetics, a close correlation between

the subject and cytology, In methods of teaching there has

been considerable experimentation and several developments

give large promise, Generally these new procedures give as

much attention as possible to the individual student and his



Cevelorment, with less emphasis an instruction and more upon

training. There has always been in Alert 04 a large element of

cooperative effort which is especially noticeable at the liarine

Laboratory at Woods Hole, As the years pass and the biological

subjects relate themselves more intimately to the physioat

sciences, this cooperation becomes more necessary and, fortunate=

iy is easy because of past experience. A concrete example of

this is afforded by the case of a study promoted by the Nation-

o L
J

À ©ssearch Council into the problem of insect response to

colors, Here a botanist, a physicist, and an entomologist went

out together to make the study under actual field conditions,

Naturally such cooperative effort is found most frequently

amonsst tiologists themselves, An outstanding instance is

furnished by the biological societies of America which united

together into the Union of American Biological Societies in

crder to promote the development of Biological Abstracts, These

are out a few of the many instances which might be adduced to

show the tendency towards cooperative effort among American

tioiogists, Another movement which is growing steadily is the

formation of research commi ttees in our universities, whose

function it is to encourage and promote research on the part

of the faculty members. These commi ttees are doing much to serve

research in our universities,
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Pathology which includes studies in Botany, Agriculture,
Zoology, Entomology, and ..edicine, has been abandoned in

this grouping and distributed among these particular fields,
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